Autumn Term 1 Curriculum Overview
Year 4
Our Topic: Rule Britannia
Subject

1st Half Term

English

In English we will learning,
 Fiction- Write a new dilemma story using similes and direct speech
 Non-fiction: Write an advice leaflet about keeping safe and produce a
presentation about a gadget to pitch to a panel
 Developing basic skills e.g. grammar, spelling and handwriting
In Mathematics we will be learning,
 Counting up in 6, 7, 9, 25, 100, 1000 from any given number
 Using place value
 Compare and order numbers
 Rounding Numbers
 Making number patterns
States of Matter
 Solids, liquids and gases (carrying out investigations)
 Identify the part played by evaporation and condensation in the water cycle
and associate the range of evaporation with temperature

Mathematics

Science

Computing / Film It

History / Geography

Art / Design
Technology

Data Retrieving and organising using various packages
 We will research and record information using the Internet.
 We will be using cameras to record short films and will upload them to the Film
it site.
The Romans
 Researching how The Romans have influenced our lives today.
 Look at artefacts from Roman times.
 Explore what The Romans did for entertainment, looking especially at the role
of gladiators in the amphitheatres and why gladiator fights were so popular.
 In Geography we will use maps and atlas’s to explore the settlements of the
Romans.
Roman Mosaic
 Introducing Roman relief sculptures and sketching proportional portraits
 Using mod-roc to create our own Roman style artefacts

Music

Singing- Sing in tune with an awareness of pulse and rhythm
 In Music our focus this term will be on singing.
 We will be learning a selection of songs to prepare us for Young Voices.

Religious Education

Explore what religions are represented in our neighbourhood
 Use a variety of resources to find out what evidence there is of religious
traditions in the neighbourhood

Physical Education

In P.E




Philosophy for Children
(P4C/Ask It)

Through the subject of Philosophy For Children (P4C) we will be developing –
 Debating skills
 Questioning skills
Big Question – Do we appreciate the input of others?
We will be building on our Spanish from last year and will be introducing:
 The present continuous tense (ing)
 Directions
 Animal vocabulary

Modern Foreign
Languages – Spanish

we will be developing our –
Basic ball control in football and new skills.
Swimming (4A & 4S this term)
Dance – Roman Battle Dance

Thank you for your support. If you need any further information please do not hesitate to contact
the class teachers. We look forward to an exciting and hardworking term.

